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Message from Dr Bartlett

I hope you 
are all 
well and I 

would like 
to take this 
opportunity 
to thank you 
all for your 
continued 
support 
during the 
challenging 
times we 
have faced. 

Our students have shown tremendous 
resilience and we have all been part of what 
will no doubt be covered in history text 
books by future generations where they 

study the impact of COVID on the World, our 
healthcare systems and economies.

Year 11 have been impacted greatly by 
COVID and the strength of character and 
determination from our students has been 
exemplary. They have been working so hard 
towards their centre assessed grades and we 
are incredibly proud of them and the work 
they are doing. Year 11 begin our transition 
programme on Monday 7th June as detailed 
in the letter from Mr Moy.

As restrictions ease we have been able 
to offer our extra-curricular enrichment 
activities, ranging from debate club and 
jewellery making to our more traditional 
sports clubs and it has been wonderful to 
see the students able to enjoy themselves. 
Mental Health remains our priority 
and several of our students have been 

working towards achieving Mental Health 
Ambassador status. We also arranged for all 
of our students to have the opportunity to 
take part in ‘We’re a Knockout’ and as we are 
not able to go on trips and visits currently 
we thought this would be a wonderful way 
of students coming together and enjoying 
themselves after what has been a very 
challenging 18 months.

I am extremely proud to be the Headteacher 
of Shenley Academy and look forward to 
further easing of restrictions when we can 
welcome parents on to site for performance 
and celebration events. May I wish you all a 
lovely break.

Best wishes

Dr Jayne Bartlett

Duke of Edinburgh Award
The 

Academy 
has 

recently 
been made 
a licenced 
provider of 
the highly 
acclaimed 
Duke of 

Edinburgh Award and it is with great delight 
that we are now able to offer our students 
the opportunity to complete this prestigious 
award which will not only afford them a 
great experience, but will also set them in 
good stead for life after school with a top 
credential to show prospective employers.
The DofE award is a life-changing 
experience: a fun time with friends, an 
opportunity to discover new interests and 
talents, a tool to develop essential skills 
for life and work, a recognised mark of 
achievement – and is highly respected by 
employers.
There are four sections to complete at 
Bronze and Silver level and five at Gold. 
They involve helping the community/
environment, becoming fitter, developing 
new skills, planning, training for and 
completing an expedition, and for Gold only, 
working with a team on a residential activity.
Any young person can complete the DofE 

award – regardless of ability, gender, 
background or location. Achieving an award 
is not a competition or about being first; it’s 
all about setting personal challenges and 
pushing personal boundaries.
Through our DofE programme, young 
people will have fun, make friends, improve 
their self-esteem and build confidence. 
They gain essential skills and attributes for 
work and life such as resilience, problem-
solving, team-working, communication and 
drive; enhancing CVs and university and 
job applications. Top employers recognise 
the work-ready skills award holders bring to 
their business.
If you would like more information on 

how to apply, please visit our website or 

contact Mr Thacker-Smith.
Mr Thacker-Smith

Interviews with some of our Year 8 Duke 
of Edinburgh Participants 
We spoke to some Year 8 students who are 
due to take part in the DofE programme 
next year to gain an insight into why they 
decided to get involved; why they deem it 
to be important for their future and what 
they are most excited about! Thank you so 
much to Lanlan Fu, Ellie Gilliam, Thomas 
Owen, Samantha Davies, Nikita Zhelamskiy 

and Georgia White for their time. 
Question 1- What made you want to 
participate in DofE? 
Lanlan: It is a great opportunity to add 
some excitement into my life which is really 
important following the recent lockdown 
restrictions. I also think it will help me find 
out a little bit more about myself and what I 
am capable of. 
Ellie: I think it is really important to put 
myself out of my comfort zone and learn 
new skills. 
Thomas: The fact that you can learn new 
skills and go out to explore and practice 
these skills sounds very practical and like 
nothing I’ve ever done before. 
Samantha: It sounds like a really exciting 
opportunity and I think it will add some 
variety to my everyday school life. 
Nikita: - I really enjoy extra-curricular clubs 
and this one sounded like the ultimate one 
and I also know it will help me with college 
and job applications in the future which are 
both really important to me. 
Georgia: I think it will be a really amazing 
experience to complete the award with my 
friends, and it will be really helpful for my 
future. 
Question 2- Which part of the DofE 
Programme are you most excited for? 
Lanlan: I am most excited about the 
volunteering part of the award, and helping 

https://shenleyacademy.e-act.org.uk/extra-curricular/duke-of-edinburgh-award/
mailto:Daniel.Thacker-Smith%40E-ACT.org.uk?subject=Duke%20of%20Edinburgh%20Award
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people at hospitals and primary schools as 
I love to see how happy it makes people 
when I help them. 
Ellie: I am really excited about the camping 
trips/expeditions that form part of the 
award as I have never been camping before 
and so am excited to learn some new 
valuable life skills. 
Thomas: I’m most excited for the skills 
section of the award because I have chosen 
fishing as my skill. This is because my dad 
fishes and has a record for it that I want to 
beat.  
Samantha: I’m excited for the volunteering 
section because it sounds really fun, and I 
really want to complete my volunteering 
at an animal shelter, because I love animals 
and want to use my time in a way that helps 
them. 
Nikita: I am most excited about the skills 
section and am actually already working 
towards this by taking part in the academy 
cooking club. I’ve also only ever camped 
out in my garden so it would be nice to get 

some real camping experience during the 
expeditions! 
Georgia: I am most excited about getting 
to know my peers more on the expeditions, 
and for all the new experiences the award 
will give me. 
Question 3- How do you think having the DofE 
Award will help you in the future? 
Lanlan: Currently my two future job 
aspirations are to either become a 
veterinarian or Prime Minister and this 
award will definitely help me work 
towards both of these by developing my 
independence and teamwork skills. It will 
also look really good on my CV. 
Ellie: I know the DofE Award looks really 
good on your CV and can help give you an 
advantage over other candidates and so 
I hope it will enable me to get a job more 
easily.   
Thomas: I think it will really help to equip 
me with skills valued by employers such as 
confidence and teamwork and so should 
help me get the job I want in the future. 

Samantha: I think it will help equip me with 
the life skills that I will need as an adult and 
also help to develop my independence. It 
is also going to look really good on my CV 
which will be read by employers. 
Nikita: I think the experience will help me 
become more resilient and so I will be better 
able to break into tough work industries in 
the future. The award also sets you apart 
from others which can help you to get jobs. 
Georgia: The Duke of Edinburgh award is 
one of most well-known and prestigious 
qualifications you can complete at school 
and so I am hoping it will look really good 
on my CV and help me to become a lawyer 
one day.  
If you have any questions regarding the 
Duke of Edinburgh Award at Shenley 
Academy, please direct them to Mr Thacker-
Smith or Miss Turton. Thank you, 

Miss H Turton 
Head of Geography & Assistant Manager for 

Duke of Edinburgh.

Each year your child will receive a full report. This report will give you a summary of your child’s progress and set a target for them to 
increase their level of progress. The report contains two sections, the first section is an overview of your child’s attendance and behaviour. 
The second is the summary from your child’s class teachers. Mr Pearce

Understanding Your Child’s Report

In the Pastoral Progress section, you will see information regarding 
your child’s attendance, in addition to a record of their positive and 
negative logs to date. Below this information you will see a key to 
your child’s attendance and behaviour logs for you to compare. 

In the Academic Progress section, you will see comments for 
each subject your child studies alongside the name of your child’s 
teacher. These comments will inform you on how well your child is 
developing within each subject, as well as what they need to do in 
order to progress further.
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Spotlight on Mental Health
At Shenley Academy, mental health 

and wellbeing is core to everything 
we do. Last September the role for a 

Mental Health Lead was created to focus on 
the mental health and wellbeing of staff and 
students in the academy, with the key aim 
of ending the stigma around speaking out 
about mental health. 

The E-ACT Trust has a pledge to train all 
staff in their academies as Mental Health 
First Aiders and has developed their own 
in-house group of instructors to deliver the 
training to our staff. At Shenley Academy 
we currently have 23 staff trained as Youth 
Mental Health First Aiders and 15 trained 
as Adult Mental Health First Aiders, some of 
whom have both qualifications. With regular 
opportunities to train, these numbers 
are always increasing. Interest has been 
shown by many staff who want to train 
specifically as MHFAs and become involved 
in supporting our students. All our qualified 
staff wear a green ribbon pin badge so that 
they can easily be identified by students. 

Mental health is a key aspect of the PSHE 
curriculum and in addition to regular form 
time PSHE sessions, students have taken 
part in extended mental health sessions 
on topics such as: sleep hygiene, how 
relationships impact mental health, and the 
links between mental health and diversity 
and equality. The aim of these sessions, is to 
normalise talking about mental health and 
to reduce the stigma around talking about 
what was, for many years, a taboo subject. 

Throughout the academic year there are 
regular activities linked in with National 
mental health theme days. This half term 
for National Mental Health Awareness Week 
the theme was nature and students were 
involved in making happiness flowers and 
some had the opportunity to explore the 
grounds of the academy, albeit dodging the 
rain showers! 

Recruiting Student 
Ambassadors
One of our main achievements this term, 
was the recruitment of over thirty students 
as mental health ambassadors and peer 
mentors, following a voluntary application 
process. Students from all year groups 
are involved and are proving to be an 
amazing group of students with a passion 
for wellbeing and good mental health for 
everyone. They are currently completing 
their formal training which involves 
receiving sessions on: 

• What is Mental health?

• Listening Skills

• How to Give Support

• How to look after Yourself 

The training is provided by the National 
E-ACT Lead for Mental Health, Alison Quinn, 
and, following their first training session, 
she commented on how knowledgeable 
our students seem and what excellent role 
models our student ambassadors make. 
Many other Shenley students have since 
asked how they can become ambassadors in 
the future, and I am pleased to say that we 
will be adding to the team in September. 

Wellbeing Zone (photo above)

The latest Shenley Academy initiative 
is the setting up of the Wellbeing Zone. 
During lunchtimes on Tuesdays and Fridays, 
students can come to the library and spend 
their time quietly, having a chat or drawing 
or playing dominoes and cards. From the 
very first day, the Zone has been making an 
impact with students coming in to have a 
talk about their feelings and discuss what 
is happening in their lives. Sometimes it is 
following a falling out with their peers or 
sometimes they are just having a ‘down day’ 
and want somewhere quiet to collect their 
thoughts. The mental health ambassadors 
often drop in, too, for a chat and to offer any 
support to others who may prefer to talk to 
their peers. 

Shenley Academy wants to be a leading 
school for mental health support and 
provision within the Trust and in the local 
area, and our plans are always evolving. 
Moving forward, the Wellbeing Zone and 
our student ambassadors will play a bigger 
role in supporting all of our students with 
the aim of ending the stigma surrounding 
mental health. Additionally, more of our 
staff will be trained as Youth Mental Health 
First Aiders thus providing our students with 

experienced and qualified staff who are 
always available to offer them support and 
advice. 

If you have any questions or concerns, 
please do not hesitate to get in touch. 

Ms Corbett-Lees, Mental Health Lead

Pastoral Support Team
Assistant Head Teachers - Progress Leaders

Mr Burns  Years 7&8 
Mrs Powis  Year 9 
Mr Moy  Y10/11 

Pastoral Support Managers
Miss Evans  Year 7 
Ms Fletcher  Year 8 
Ms Pitterson  Year 9 
Miss Stevenson  Year 10 
Mr Heath  Year 11 

Safeguarding
Mr Jennings
Mrs Kent
Mrs Benham

Mental Health
Ms Corbett-Lees
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As part of our ongoing personal development and careers 
programme, all students in year 9 and year 10 had the 
pleasure of receiving a lecture from Dr Patrick Walker from the 

School of Public Health, Imperial College London. Dr Walker gave an 
account of his recent work on COVID 19 and his previous research 
using mathematical models in order to better understand the likely 
impact of interventions upon malaria transmission. Dr Walker also 
spoke about the importance of mathematics in his work, modelling 

the impact of the Ebola epidemic in West Africa. We hope that many 
of our students have been inspired to consider a career in Science. 
Our guest lectures will continue throughout the summer term as we 
welcome many more world class speakers to Shenley Academy.  

Mr Thacker-Smith

Spotlight on Careers

Reciprocal Readers’ Book Club

For the past two terms, year 7 and 8 
students have been reading copies 
of Billionaire Boy and Storm Breaker 

as part of their after-school book clubs.  
The students have been using the texts to 
develop their ability to: make predictions; 
ask questions; offer summaries; get 
clarification and explain their own personal 

responses to the chapters they have read 
each week. Miss Chitty and Miss McCollum 
have been working tirelessly with these 
students to give them a positive and active 
time and space in which to develop their 
ability to actively read a text. The improved 
reading ages of the students are a testament 
to the hard work of both the staff and the 
students who have taken part.

Miss Sturley

Billionaire Boy by David Walliams
“Joe has a lot of reasons 
to be happy. About a 
billion of them, in fact.

You see, Joe’s rich. Really, 
really rich. Joe’s got his 
own bowling alley, his 
own cinema, even his 
own butler who is also 
an orangutan. He’s the 
wealthiest twelve-year-

old in the land.

Yes, Joe has absolutely everything he could 
possibly want. But there’s just one thing he 
really needs: A friend.”

Storm-breaker by Antony Horowitz
“In the first book in the 
number one bestselling 
Alex Rider series by 
Anthony Horowitz, 
fourteen-year-old Alex 
is forcibly recruited into 
MI6. Armed with secret 
gadgets, he is sent to 
investigate Herod Sayle, 
a man who is offering 

state-of-the-art Stormbreaker computers to 
every school in the country. But the teenage 
spy soon finds himself in mortal danger.”

Spotlight on Literacy
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WE’RE a Knockout!
On Tuesday 25th and 
Wednesday 26th May 
to reward the hard 
work of our students 
throughout the year 
we invited “we’re a 
knockout” to join us 
in the academy for 
some fun sessions 
with year 7, 8, 9 
and 10. Students 
took part in a lot of 
different activities 
with large inflatables, 
obstacles and props, 
and competed in 
teams to be the 
winner of the year 
group. Everyone 
had a great time and 
had a really fun and 
enjoyable day.

Mr Beale

The MFL department, is launching 
the Language Ambassador 
Programme made up of Year 7 and 

Year 8 students who will be promoting 
languages around the academy and be 
involved in how to celebrate French and 
Spanish culture at Shenley Academy. 
The MFL department are looking 
forward to electing our new Language 
Ambassadors 
very soon!

Miss Sturley

Language Ambassador Programme
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Stay up to date with 
what’s happening at 

Shenley and follow us on 
Twitter.

Spotlight on Extra-Curricular
Sports Clubs are Back!

We welcomed in the new term 
with an air of excitement as we 
gradually bring back our extra 

curricular sports clubs!  This half term, we 
have focused on netball and football for 
years 7-10, and the athletics club for years 
8-10.  Each week we have welcomed pupils 
from all areas of ability.  From aspiring 
athletes to volunteering with officiating 
or supporting their friends to take on new 
challenges.  Confidence has grown along 
with numbers.  Boys and girls for all sessions 
welcome.  

Thank you to the students for all their hard 
work, perseverance (especially with the 
weather) and good spirits that make it a joy 
to see their talents and skills grow alongside 
an enjoyable atmosphere that lifts the mood 
during what has been a trying time.  

Year 7 takes place on a Monday 

Year 8 takes place on a Tuesday 

Year 9 takes place on a Thursday 

Year 10 takes place on a Friday  

Students - look out for the flyers to take 
home to remind you what and when they 
are on…same day each week.  Whether it is 
your first time or one hundredth time, you 
are all are welcome to join. 

See you there!  Many thanks in advance, 
TEAM PE!

Ms Wczasek

Coding Club

The year 7 coding club meet every 
Monday (during term time) after 
school (15.00-16.00) and use the 

year 7 ICT suite for students to complete 
programming challenges. The club gives 
students the chance to explore their interest 
in coding. We have already learnt some 
block-based programming by creating a 
game in Scratch. Students have decided to 
take their club further by learning Python 
and, just as Bill Gates started programming 
with a tic-tac-toe game, the coding club 
are currently creating a tic-tac-toe game,   
too. Birmingham is a hub for video game 
development and the coding club gives 
students the chance to learn a programming 
language at the beginning of their 
computing journey at Shenley Academy. The 
coding club is the place for programmers of 
the future. It is open to all students in year 7 
and we are actively encouraging more girls 
to join. This is important because women 
make up 50% of the workforce, yet only 
approximately 15% are employed in science, 
technology, engineering, and mathematics 
(STEM) jobs. We look forward to welcoming 
more students to learn Python in a safe and 
inclusive environment over the coming 
weeks.  

Mr Gwyther

“Because 
you’re a girl” 
Initiative

The “Because 
you’re a girl” 
initiative 

workshop was 
presented by our partners, University 
College Birmingham (UCB) and led by Elise 
White. This activity was aimed at engaging 
students in a female empowerment 
workshop. Furthermore, the workshop 
focused on women in business, STEM, 
politics and sports. It touched upon the 
importance of confidence, self-worth 
and girls supporting girls in school, 
higher education and the workplace. This 
intervention also briefly covered the history 
of female equality and the effects of social 
media. All students (both Year 9 and Year 10) 
thoroughly enjoyed this workshop and felt 
extremely motivated to defeat the female 
stereotypes and ensure they work hard to 
pursue their desired career path. 

AimHigher Coordinator Miss Dudley 
Aimhigher SEND Coordinator Mr Jacobs

PSHCE
Our ongoing PSHCE programme 

is an essential part of our active 
partnership between home and the 

academy, supporting students personal and 
social development.  
This term, year 7 have focused on building 
relationships considering self-worth, 
romance and friendships (including online) 
and relationship boundaries. Year 8 have 
reflected on identity and relationships, 
considering topics such as gender identity, 
sexual orientation, consent, ‘sexting’, 
and an introduction to contraception. 
Year 9 have looked at age-appropriate 
intimate relationships such as the study of 
relationships and sex education including 
consent, contraception, the risks of STIs, 
and attitudes to pornography. Year 10 have 
been looking at the modern nature of the 
family unit. Thier lessons have focused on 
different families, parental responsibilities, 
pregnancy, marriage and forced marriage 
and changing relationships.  

PSHCE is a valuable end in itself, equipping 
students to flourish in modern Britain. A 
growing body of research also shows that 
students who are emotionally healthy do 
better at school. PSHE education helps 
children and young people to achieve their 
potential by supporting their wellbeing and 
tackling issues that can affect their ability to 
learn.  

If you have any questions or would like to 
be involved in a community working party 
supporting this curriculum development, 
please email Mr Thacker Smith. You 
can find an overview of PSHCE on our 

Curriculum page on the website

Mr Thacker-Smith  

https://twitter.com/ShenleyOfficial
https://shenleyacademy.e-act.org.uk/curricular/our-curriculum-in-years-7-11/
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The Shenley 
Safeguarding Team
‘If you need to talk, we are always here.’

Mr M Jennings
Assistant Head Teacher
Designated Safeguarding Lead

Ms R Evans
Pastoral Lead

Miss S Fletcher
Pastoral Lead

Miss E Stevenson
Pastoral Lead

Dr J Bartlett
Head of School
DSL Trained

Mr R Hutt
Pastoral Lead

Mrs K Kent
Pastoral Lead
Deputy DSL

Mrs S Benham
Pastoral Lead
Deputy DSL

Shenley Academy is committed to the 
highest standards in protecting and 
safeguarding the children in our care. We 

have a collective responsibility to ensure that 
all of our students have the necessary support 
in order to fulfil their potential at the academy. 
We want students attending Shenley to have 
the best opportunities whilst also providing the 
right support to families when needed.
We recognise that as well as being places of 
learning, schools are also sanctuaries for many 
young people. It is of paramount importance 
that we provide a secure environment for 
our students; a place where they are able to 
flourish without barriers. All of the teaching  
staff at Shenley Academy complete statutory 
safeguarding training each year. They also 
participate in additional training across a broad 
and varied range of safeguarding areas such as: 
Domestic Violence and Abuse Support, Prevent 
and Radicalisation, Child Sexual Exploitation and 
Child Criminal Exploitation.
The academy works to support all young people 
by: 

• Establishing a caring, safe and positive 
environment within the academy. 

• Responding to concerns for a child in a 
timely and effective manner.

• Effectively tackling peer-on-peer abuse. 

• Supporting mental health and wellbeing.

• Promoting British Values across the 
academy.

Students have a range of people that they 
can talk to in the Academy; in addition to the 
Safeguarding Team, there are pastoral support 
managers, class teachers and trusted adults. 
Students are also signposted to external 
organisations that they can safely access for 
further support. 

Mr Jennings
Designated Safeguarding Lead

You can raise a concern 
anonymously, here:

Peer on Peer Abuse 
As an Academy, we’ve been really 

focusing on our zero tolerance 
approach to Peer on Peer abuse, 

including casual discriminatory language 
which is used between the students. 
Many of our students don’t realise that the 
language they’re using is discriminatory, 
or could hurt the feelings of their class 
members. We understand completely that in 
today’s world, and as language progresses 
and changes (slang is completely different 
today than when a lot of us were young!), 
that terms change, but we’d really like your 
support in challenging the language our 
students use between friends and to each 
other in the community as well. 

Any comment that is discriminatory or 
classed as Peer on Peer Abuse (different 

types of bullying) forms part of our Non-
Negotiable consequences, so a sanction 
is issued. There is no option to this, but an 
important part of us moving forward with 
this, is to educate the students as to why it is 
wrong, too. Our History Department happily 
and enthusiastically talk to our students 
about why Nazi linked symbols for example 
are offensive, so that the students, who 
may have just seen a symbol or overheard 
a comment somewhere, understand why 
it is offensive. Equally, across the academy, 
any comments that may be transphobic, 
homophobic, racist or disablist for example, 
are not only challenged and sanctioned, 
but also mean that our students have a 1:1 
conversation about why the language is 
harmful. We’re holding assemblies to help 
educate and support all of our students as 
one body as well. 

Overall, we’d really like your help in 
challenging your children when they’re at 
home or in the community about their use 
of language; explain to them why the word 
or phrase isn’t okay to use. 

Mrs Kent, Deputy DSL 

For support and advice about Peer on Peer 
abuse, and linked discriminatory language, 
please see below: 

https://www.childline.org.uk/
info-advice/bullying-abuse-safety/
types-bullying/ 

https://youngminds.org.uk/find-
help/feelings-and-symptoms/
bullying/

Spotlight on Safeguarding

https://shenley.thesharpsystem.com/
https://www.childline.org.uk/info-advice/bullying-abuse-safety/types-bullying/ 
https://www.childline.org.uk/info-advice/bullying-abuse-safety/types-bullying/ 
https://www.childline.org.uk/info-advice/bullying-abuse-safety/types-bullying/ 
https://youngminds.org.uk/find-help/feelings-and-symptoms/bullying/
https://youngminds.org.uk/find-help/feelings-and-symptoms/bullying/
https://youngminds.org.uk/find-help/feelings-and-symptoms/bullying/
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Attendance should be 97% 
or above

Attendance Update
• Please ensure your child attends every day, on time, equipped and ready to learn. Lesson time begins at 8.30 am for years 7 & 8, 

08:45 am for years 9 & 10, 09:00 am for year 11. Students should be in the building 5 minutes before their start time. Students 
arriving after their start time may be marked late or unauthorised for their morning mark. This will result in a sanction.

• Please ensure the academy has up-to-date addresses and telephone numbers. We will contact you if your child is absent and 
you have not contacted the academy. This ensures that the absence is quickly identified.

• If your child is ill, please contact the academy on the first day of absence and provide an explanatory note on their return to 
school.

• If your child is self-isolating then we will ensure their current attendance will freeze at the point of self-isolation.

• The attendance figure includes any other absences authorised or unauthorised.

• If no contact is received regarding the absence, it is recorded as unauthorised. Ultimately the academy is responsible for decid-
ing if the absence is acceptable or not. Only genuine absence will be authorised.

• You will be asked to provide medical certificates if your child has a poor attendance record. This may also result in a home visit 
being conducted by the academy.

• If a student’s attendance falls below 90% they will be classed as Persistently Absent and this is a serious cause for concern - an 
example of this could be taking one day off every 2 weeks.

• Missing school will make your child fall behind and will impact on their academic progress and achievement. As parents/ 
guardians, you play an essential role in supporting attendance and ensuring your child has access to a full education; the school 
is required to take action should a student’s attendance become a cause for concern. Such action may include a Penalty Notice 
and possible prosecution by the Local Authority.

• Please ensure that medical appointments are made outside of school time.

• Holidays should not be taken in school time. Any Leave of Absence can only be agreed by the Head Teacher and only agreed 
where there are exceptional circumstances.

• Please respond to letters or telephone calls regarding attendance and punctuality.

• Please contact your child’s form tutor if you are experiencing difficulty in getting your child 
into school.


